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Here is an example to get you started on the Week 2 Homework: 1. State the

administrative agency which controls the regulation. Explain why this agency

and your proposed regulation interests you (briefly). Will this proposed 

regulation affect you or the business in which you are working? If so, how? 

Submit a copy of the proposed regulation along with your responses to these

five questions. The proposed regulation can be submitted as either a 

separate Word document (. 

doc) or Adobe file (. pdf). This means you will submit two attachments to the 

Week 2 Dropbox: (1) a Word doc with the questions and your answers and 

(2) a copy of the proposed regulation you used for this assignment. (10 

points) Illinois Department of Regulation – I am a hunter so this interests me 

and will impact me with the new deer hunting regulations. This will affect me

peripherally as the cost of the permits have increased. 2. Describe the 

proposal/change. (10 points) The proposal increases the fee for late season 

deer permits and repeals the “ group hunting” permit. 

3. Write the public comment which you would submit to this proposal. If the 

proposed regulation deadline has already passed, write the comment you 

would have submitted. Explain briefly what you wish to accomplish with your

comment. 

(10 points) My comment is that group hunts were beneficial to the family 

who hunts together and I’m not sure why they are being repealed. Further, 

hunting is expensive and a set of permits for a family of 6 is now $105, 

instead of $90. Hunting deer is a benefit to the state of IL as there are over 

45, 000 car accidents due to deer and hunting is the only control mechanism
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the state uses. I wish to have them reconsider this new rule. 4. Provide the “ 

deadline” by which the public comment must be made. (If the date has 

already passed, please provide when the deadline was). 

(5 points) This expires on 10/2/10. 5. a. 

Once you have submitted your comment, what will you be legally entitled to 

do later in the promulgation process (if you should choose to do so)? (See 

the textbook’s discussion of the Administrative Procedure Act. ) (will provide 

after homework due) b. If the proposal passes, identify and explain the five 

legal theories you could use in an attempt to have the regulation declared 

invalid and overturned in court. 

(will provide after homework due) c. Which of these challenges would be the 

best way to challenge the regulation you selected for this assignment if you 

wanted to have the regulation overturned and why? (will provide after 

homework due) Answer all of these questions for #5 even if you are in favor 

of your proposed regulation. The response to question 5 should be a 

minimum of 2-3 paragraphs long. (15 points) 
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